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Welcome to the Q2 2021 edition of the 
House Report.

We can probably be forgiven for lapsing 
into some unusual behavioural patterns 
given the limiting circumstances we 
have all endured whilst in the throes of 
the global pandemic. Could this explain 
the irrational exuberance played out 
by some brave new day traders whose 
foray into GameStop shares led to 
overnight fortune and/or failure in recent 
months? More mainstream was the hype 
around Deliveroo’s IPO at the end of the 
quarter: surely a beneficiary of those 
craving a night off from cooking, but a 
disappointment for any investor who took 
part, with a 30% fall in the share price 
on its first day of trading. A reflection, 
perhaps, of the lofty valuations linked to 
technology-led companies associated 
with the working-from-home theme. 

INTRODUCTION 

These examples expose the extremes; 
the wider market has been less frenetic 
and a multi-asset portfolio has probably 
registered a small gain over the first 
quarter. This, however, masks the bigger 
moves in asset prices that are widely 
covered in this issue. Progress is certainly 
visible here in the UK and in the US, led by 
a successful vaccine rollout which offers 
genuine hope for the return to growth. 
But a combination of excessive stimulus 
measures, higher prices and supply 
chain disruptions are leading to question 
marks over inflation. Guy Monson covers 
this and the implications for portfolios in 
his market review, which suggests we will 
see an exceptional recovery.

At the same time, China’s economic 
growth powers ahead but how 
can investors best access Chinese 
growth? Can and should you invest 
through local exchanges? Are Chinese-
listed companies really giving you 
exposure to Chinese growth and what 
about corporate governance and 
environmental issues? We have an article 
written by analysts Alex Cobbold and 
Kwai San Wong who explain some of the 
challenges associated with investing 
in China and why our thematic lens 
continues to keep us in check. 

It has been widely published that the 
pandemic has disproportionately 
affected the least well-off, women and 
minorities, with developing countries’ 
vaccine programmes falling way behind 

our own. Our economists, Niloofar Rafiei 
and Subitha Subramaniam, cites COVID-19 
as placing the world at a critical juncture 
and considers whether we end up solving 
some of the world’s most deep-rooted 
problems as a result of the disruption. 
Our stewardship analyst, Therese Kieve, 
addresses the gender imbalances which 
have been accentuated by the pandemic 
and sets out our priorities for diversity 
and inclusion in the workforce, a key 
focus of our engagement work with our 
investee companies.

This is another edition produced during 
lockdown with all of our staff working 
remotely. We remain hugely grateful 
to be able to work seamlessly but look 
forward to reuniting with our colleagues 
and clients once permitted. Not long now 
before we emerge from lockdown and 
plenty of reasons to feel optimistic, not 
least for that much-needed trip to the 
hairdresser. We hope you enjoy this issue 
and please send us your suggestions for 
future topics to housereport@sarasin.
co.uk. 
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As we digest this quarter’s economic data, it is clear that a strong, vaccine-
driven recovery is now unfolding around the world. It is US-led but global in 
scale, synchronised across regions and fuelled by generous monetary and 
fiscal policies, operating hand in hand. As with so much in this economic 
cycle, the recovery is developing at speed; one big fiscal package following 
on from another, alongside a series of new commitments to climate and 
infrastructure spending. 

MARKET VIEW  
A MOST EXCEPTIONAL RECOVERY

GUY MONSON 
CIO & SENIOR PARTNER

already flashing amber warnings even 
before the recovery has truly begun. 
In one sense this is entirely natural 
– today’s big upgrades to growth 
forecasts certainly merit equally big 
rises in bond yields. However, even after 
recent moves, real yields offer little 
compensation for increasing inflation 
risks around the world. More worryingly 
perhaps, bond markets are still in the 
thrall of massive central bank purchases 
– any policy error, or indeed a simple 
miscommunication, as in 2013, could 
precipitate a disorderly correction. This 
leaves us cautious.

EQUITIES CAN STILL 
PERFORM BUT VOLATILITY 
WILL LIKELY RISE
We are more sanguine about our 
equity positions. First, an economic 
recovery of this magnitude will deliver 
a very substantial boost to earnings 
and dividends; with President Biden’s 
American Rescue Plan not yet spent and 
ratification of the European Recovery 
Programme still waiting on signatures 
from member countries, much of the 
uplift is yet to come. Second, part of the 
impact on equities of higher bond yields 
has already been seen, with a dramatic 
rotation from growth to value and a 
shift in market leadership from the US to 
other global markets (where valuations 
are typically lower). Finally, even after 
recent moves equity valuations are not 
in bubble territory (even if there are a 
few signs of froth) – dividend yields are 
still at attractive levels versus bonds 
and last year’s dividend cuts will soon be 
replaced by substantial rises in 2021-2. 
This environment supports our long-
term themes, which are well placed for 
the post-COVID economy, but investors 
should still be ready for higher volatility 
as bond yields trend higher. 

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR 
INVESTMENT POLICY
So, what does this mean for investment 
policy and asset allocation in 2021?

1. We are moving further underweight 
government bonds. We see little 
inflation protection at current yields 
and an asymmetric distribution 
of risks when central banks finally 
move to taper their purchases (2022 
is the date we expect the Federal 
Reserve to begin). Corporate bond 
spreads are also tight, and offer 
only limited protection if yields 
trend higher – however, many UK 
issuers do offer meaningful social 
impact benefits. We own issuers 
exposed to social housing, critical 
infrastructure, university finance 
and to charities themselves. We are 
underweight corporate bonds but 
less so than for government issues. 

2. We still retain a clear overweight to 
equities, seeing opportunities in less 
glamorous sections of the market 
that traditionally perform ‘mid-
cycle.’ These include healthcare, 
foods, insurance, utilities and even 
real estate, especially where they 
enjoy tailwinds from our investment 
themes. In particular a reset in the 
valuation of clean technology and 
renewable energy companies would 
present a welcome opportunity to 
add to our climate change theme, 
which we still see as the defining 
issue of the next decade. One new 
challenge for our analysts will be 
rising corporate tax rates around 
the world, as governments move, 
albeit slowly, to address deficits. 
This will place a premium on careful, 
fundamental research.

As we saw last year, financial markets have a 
habit of diverging from the real economy in the 

latter stages of a downturn

Consumers too are part of the story – with record levels 
of savings accumulated during lockdown, they are primed 
to spend as economies reopen. The Chinese economy, in 
particular, continues to accelerate. Already 6.5% larger than 
it was a year ago (after an extraordinary feat of virus control), 
China is seeing record demand for its exports, particularly 
electronics and PPE equipment for the work-from-home 
global economy. Put these together and we see world growth 
accelerating to almost 6% in 2021 (figure 1) – the strongest 
pace since 1973.

A sustainable economic recovery is not guaranteed of 
course – to be certain of that we will need to see the roll-
out of vaccines in the developed world replicated across 
the developing world. As we saw in Europe last month, fair 
distribution is logistically and politically challenging, especially 
as many of the vaccines will need repurposing for new 
variants. Our scientific advisors say this is possible though, 
and we estimate that some form of herd immunity will be 
present in the US by July 2021, in the UK in August and in Europe 
by the end of the third quarter. Against this backdrop, the US 
economy should make good all its COVID losses by Q2 2021 in a 
robust, V-shaped recovery, wholly different from the slow climb 
back and austerity programmes seen after the 2008-9 Global 
Financial Crisis. The UK, which saw a far deeper recession, as 
well as processing the additional shock from leaving the EU, 
will likely recover to pre-COVID level by late 2022.

A RECOVERY OF THIS MAGNITUDE DOESN’T 
COME WITHOUT CHALLENGES 
But there are challenges – accelerating global demand 
is heaping pressure on already fragile supply chains. 
Producers are struggling with shipping and port delays while 
manufacturing surveys across the world show longer delivery 

3. Across our alternative holdings 
we continue to have a bias toward 
infrastructure (especially clean 
energy) and listed private equity. We 
are now also adding to uncorrelated 
alternatives, including to our 
positions in gold, after making 
reductions in the last year. We 
see gold supported by very high 
deficit spending in every economy, 
central banks that will deliberately 
overshoot inflation targets and still 
more than US$14 trillion1 in negative 
yielding bonds globally. After recent 
price volatility and a scepticism 
about security of title, we are 
unconvinced about allocating funds 
to bitcoin or crypto alternatives.

4. We are generally underweight 
cash worldwide given very low real 
yields and deliberate repression 
of interest rates. We do not have 
any material currency views at this 
point as interest rates are still close 
to zero in all major markets and 
expansionary economic policies 
are broadly aligned. We do though 
continue to hedge a portion of 
foreign currency exposures back to 
sterling, as we continue to expect 
international fund flows to return 
to the UK as Brexit uncertainties 
fade and the UK vaccine roll-out 
continues to impress.

As we look at today’s economic 
renaissance we must give thanks not 
only to the creators of our remarkable 
vaccines but also to the voters of the 
state of Georgia – they gave President 
Biden those two extra Senate seats 
that have allowed today’s giant fiscal 
programmes to be enacted. Together 
these have allowed a most exceptional 
recovery to unfold, and with it hope for 
the lower paid, the workforces of the 
developing world and the many minority 
groups that have been disproportionally 
hurt by this downturn. 

FIGURE 1 GDP GROWTH FORECASTS (APRIL 2021)

2020 2021 2022

China 2.3 (1.8) 9.0 (9.0) 5.7 (5.7)

US -3.5 (-4.0) 6.7 (4.1) 4.1 (3.4)

Eurozone -6.9 (-7.4) 4.8 (5.9) 4.5 (4.3)

UK -9.9 (-11.3) 5.6 (6.3) 4.0 (4.0)

Japan - 4.9 (-3.7) 3.2 (3.6) 3.3 (1.5)

World -4.3 (-4.4) 5.9 (5.5) 4.3 (4.0)

Source: Sarasin & Partners, April 2021

Note: Parenthesis are GDP forecasts published in December 2020

times and rising prices. In some cases, particularly within 
semiconductors and some petrochemicals, outright shortages 
are developing. Against this backdrop, we expect firms to pass 
higher input prices onto customers, and combined with last 
year’s low base effects, we see US inflation accelerating to 
breach 3% by mid-year and average 2.6% in 2021. At present 
these price effects should be transitory, as there is substantial 
slack still in labour markets – in the medium term though 
the question of whether the post-COVID economy merits 
structurally higher inflation will remain hotly debated.

Herein lies the challenge for investors. As we saw last year, 
financial markets have a habit of diverging from the real 
economy in the latter stages of a downturn – typically 
rallying well before the trough of the economy. In 2020 the 
magnitude of these effects was extraordinary, as central 
banks undertook the most generous programme of monetary 
support ever seen. Fast forward to 2021 and bond yields are 
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ECONOMIST’S OUTLOOK  
HAS THE PANDEMIC PLACED US AT A CRITICAL 
JUNCTURE? 

SUBITHA SUBRAMANIAM 
CHIEF ECONOMIST

Governments stepped in, providing 
an unprecedented level of fiscal 
support, and are now confronted with 
record levels of debt. The arrival of 
effective, safe vaccines has provided 
a possible route back to normality, but 
like any other recession, the shock to 
the economy is likely to cause long-
term scarring. Given the scope and 
duration of the crisis, the damage is 
significant, with a variety of short- and 
long-term effects. Yet, crises can not 
only inflict damage, but also inspire a 
kind of creative destruction with the 
opportunity to address long-standing 
structural problems and help lift 
potential economic growth. 

RECOVERING TO THE PRE-
COVID SIZE ECONOMY
The COVID-19 recession has been a 
recession like no other. Economic 
recessions are typically the result of 
external shocks, like the oil price shocks 
of the 1970s, asset price bubbles, or 
aggressive increases in interest rates to 
ward off spiralling inflation. There is no 
rulebook on how to manage the impact 
of infectious diseases on the economy. 
China’s government, having had the 
experience of the SARS outbreak in 2002, 
set what then quickly became the global 
template for governments around the 
world – lockdown and limited physical 
mobility. 

To counter these restrictions, which 
mostly affected the service sector, 
governments acted decisively 
and aggressively to support their 
economies. The IMF estimates that the 
fiscal response, coupled with the sharp 
decline in output and government 
revenue, pushed global public debt 
close to 100 percent of GDP in 2020 – the 
highest on record. 

The development of effective vaccines 
has provided a ray of hope and a 
possible path back to normality. Yet, 
given the depth of the damage, varied 
size of the services sector across 
countries, and the uneven distribution 
of vaccines, the global recovery will be 
uneven. On average, we estimate that 
countries will take two to three years 
to heal. China, which implemented 
a very strict form of lockdown but 
for a relatively short period of time, 
completed this process in just one 
quarter. The US, fuelled by fiscal stimulus, 
is likely to recover to its pre-COVID sized 
economy by mid-2021. These differences 
are likely to compound over time: we 
expect that China’s economy will be 
almost 25% larger by by the end of 
2023. By contrast, the UK, which is also 
processing the additional shock of 
leaving the EU, is likely to be 1-2% larger.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND 
FINANCIAL REPRESSION 
Looking further ahead, we expect that 
policy makers will address the post-
COVID landscape by resorting to financial 
repression policies, yet again. Financial 
repression is the idea that central banks 
suppress interest rates in order to boost 
growth and to manage elevated debt 
burdens. Firstly, this requires interest 
rates to remain low, even as economies 
begin to recover. Second, inflation is 
likely to creep moderately higher as 
central banks increase their tolerance 
for inflation. In the US, the Fed has moved 
to a new policy framework of average 
inflation targeting, which means that 
periods of low inflation - like last year 
- will need to be made up with higher 
inflation in the future. Third, regulations 
– such as liquidity requirements and 
risk weightings in capital calculations 
for banks – will be tilted to ensure that 
the banking system remains a large 
natural buyer for government debt. 
Financial repression is essential because 

FIGURE 1 FINANCIAL REPRESSION IS HERE TO STAY

it enables policy makers to create an 
environment where nominal interest 
rates run lower than inflation, thereby 
creating an environment of negative 
real interest rates. Through financial 
repression, governments will be able 
to better manage high debt levels – 
because growth rates will be higher 
than the interest cost of debt. So, even 
as the economy recovers, we expect 
real interest rates to remain negative. 

THE RISK OF LONG-TERM 
UNEMPLOYMENT
Recessions also tend to leave long-term 
scars, permanent effects that last long 
after the initial shock to the economy 
has faded. Perhaps most concerning 
is the potential impact on the labour 
market. 

During the last recession, the 
unemployment rate rose from 4.5% to 
10% in the US. As the economy improved, 
some of those who were unemployed 
were able to transition back to 

employment, some were discouraged by 
their search efforts and left the labour 
market altogether, and some remained 
stuck in long-term unemployment – 
generally defined as being unemployed 
for more than 12 months. It is this rise in 
long-term unemployment which makes 
the overall unemployment rate sticky, 
and why it takes on average seven years 
for the unemployment rate to return 
to its pre-crisis lows. The duration that 
a person is unemployed has long-term 
consequences. 

Just before the pandemic hit, the long-
term unemployed accounted for 12% of 
the total US unemployment pool. In the 
UK, it accounted for around a quarter 
of all those unemployed, in Japan it was 
just above 30%, and an astonishingly 
high 57% in Italy1. Structural factors 
largely explain these cross-country 
differences. The crisis, where it has 
affected certain sectors and countries 
more sharply, may have exacerbated 
these variations, as well as indeed the 
government policies implemented to 
address the crisis itself. 

Even before COVID, the world was moving towards a 
data-driven virtual future. The pandemic has brought 

about a huge step change

How do we begin to understand the damage caused by the pandemic? The 
year 2020 saw the greatest contraction in the global economy since World 
War II, and a fall more than double the size of that caused by the global 
financial crisis in 2009 (Real GDP, USD terms, World Bank). 

NILOOFAR RAFIEI 
ECONOMIST
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In the US, where policy has been focused 
to protect household incomes with large 
stimulus cheques, the labour market has 
been allowed to respond to the changing 
conditions – with about half of the 20 
million jobs lost already re-employed. 
In the UK and Europe, policymakers 
cognisant of the risk of entrenched 
unemployment instead chose to 
subsidise workers’ pay by introducing 
furlough and short-term work schemes. 
Yet, as the crisis has become extended, 
these policies have prevented some 
of the resource re-allocations needed. 
Research from the Brookings Institute 
estimates that 42% of the jobs lost in the 
pandemic could be gone permanently in 
the US. The authors argue that much of 
the changes in our behaviour – in how we 
have worked and consumed during the 
pandemic – will persist over time. And 
preventing the necessary reallocations 
will only weaken and prolong the 
economic recovery.

COULD CREATIVE 
DESTRUCTION HELP US 
SOLVE DEEP-ROOTED 
PROBLEMS?
By disrupting lives and livelihoods, the 
pandemic has placed the world at a 
critical juncture. In their book, Why 
Nations Fail, Daron Acemoglu and James 
Robinson define critical junctures as 
major events that disrupt the existing 
political and economic balance. Critical 
junctures can unleash a force of creative 
destruction, launching nations down 
very different paths. The Black Death is 
one such example. 

Following the labour shortage caused by 
the plague’s death toll, Western Europe 
moved away from the feudal system 
and market forces took hold, setting 
the stage for the renaissance and 
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FIGURE 2 GLOBAL GROWTH OUTLOOK – ON AVERAGE COUNTRIES WILL TAKE 2-3 YEARS TO HEAL
Source: Sarasin & Partners, Macrobond, March 2021

eventually the Enlightenment. Eastern 
Europe, in contrast, facing the same 
labour shortage, resorted to greater 
repression, leading to the Second 
Serfdom, which persisted for two 
hundred years. So as Western Europe 
emerged from the Black Death with 
more inclusive institutions, Eastern 
Europe became more extractive. 

Even before COVID, the world was 
moving towards a data-driven virtual 
future. The pandemic has brought 
about a huge step change. As 
businesses and households rewire 
to new ways of working and living, 
investment spending in information 
processing equipment, software and 
R&D has lurched upwards. This is in 
sharp contrast to investment spending 
on structures and ‘old economy’ 
equipment. As we emerge from COVID, 
we might finally – after more than a 
decade – witness a sharp pick up in 
investment that can raise productivity, 
wages and ultimately growth. Studies 

also suggest that in the future roughly 
30% of jobs can be done remotely in 
advanced economies without losing 
any productivity2. This could help offset 
some of the demographic challenges 
facing rich economies – such as aging 
and declining population growth – 
improving the long-term outlook for 
global growth.

Decades from now, when we look back 
on COVID-19, we are likely to think of it 
as a critical juncture. It has been hugely 
disruptive, upending our way of living 
and working, but also with the potential 
to create lasting positive change. 

THERESE KIEVE 
STEWARDSHIP ANALYST

PRESSING FOR PARITY  
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

The anniversary of the declaration of 
the pandemic is a good time to assess 
where we are with respect to addressing 
gender inequalities. 

Pressing for increased female 
representation at the Board level is not 
just the right thing to do, but makes 
financial sense. Greater board diversity 
has been shown to enhance shareholder 
returns through better decision-making. 
This is particularly important in building 
business resilience; a diverse board is 
more likely to have considered potential 
challenges from a range of perspectives, 
and avoid herd-like thinking.

Diversity and inclusion within the 
workforce is also a key priority for us, 
particularly the advancement of women 
and minorities into senior leadership 
roles. Research from McKinsey in 20191 
indicates that companies with the most 
gender diverse executive teams are 
25% more likely to have above average 
profitability than the companies with the 
least gender diverse executive teams, 
up from 21% in 2017 and 16% in 2014. A 
similar picture emerges when it comes 
to ethnic and cultural diversity, with 
the most ethnically diverse companies 
even more likely to have above average 
profitability than the least ethnically 
diverse companies. Furthermore, the gap 
between these diversity winners and 
laggards is widening.

HOW DO WE ASSESS 
PROGRESS?
As global investors, we assess progress 
beyond the UK and note that the areas 
of fastest improvement at the board 
level tend to be in regions with laws and 
quotas. As seen from the table below, it 
is mainly western European countries 
that currently have mandatory quotas 
in place. These quotas are typically set 
at or above the 30% level, which is the 
threshold that research2 suggests is the 
minimum for minority groups to impact 
boardroom dynamics.

As a result, we see regional disparity in 
our investee companies. It is no surprise 
that the companies in our portfolios with 
the highest female representation come 
from the regions with quotas noted 
above. In regions without mandatory 
quotas, the progress is more mixed and, 
in these regions, investor scrutiny is 
most needed.

In the UK, progress over the past five 
years has been encouraging. The number 
of female directors at FTSE 100 firms has 
increased by almost 50% in the last five 
years3, and women now comprise more 
than a third of the directors of FTSE 350 
companies. This pace of change has 
been largely due to the introduction 
of targets via the Hampton-Alexander 
review launched in 2015, and the 

One lasting impact of COVID-19 has 
been the exacerbation of existing 
societal inequalities. Women have 
been particularly affected by the 
pandemic for a number of reasons, 
including the fact that they make up 
the majority of the service industry, 
and that the burden of childcare 
tends to fall to women. 

1Source: OECD

2Source: McKinsey Global Institute, 2020
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as it serves to highlight investor 
expectations for greater transparency, 
allowing scrutiny of companies’ diversity 
programmes and initiatives.

ENGAGING FOR CHANGE
From 2020, we have initiated a post-
proxy communication effort with our 
clients’ companies, as we tie our voting 
to our engagement. Where we have 
voted against company resolutions, 
we are writing to the Chair to set out 
why. In this initial year, we wrote to 42 
companies which were selected based 
on the significance of the voting issues 
identified and the materiality of our 
holdings. 

We have notified these companies 
that for the 2021 AGM season we 
are specifically assessing whether a 
company has taken meaningful steps 
to improve diversity within the Board 
and amongst senior executives. We will 
also be conducting targeted outreach 
to companies where we see the least 
progress being made.

We are also paying particular attention 

to the quality of roles assigned to 
female directors. In the longer term 
we will consider the appropriate way 
to assess diversity in a broader sense 
such as consideration of ethnicity and 
beyond. We continue to collaborate with 
other investors to press for change 
predominantly via our membership of 
the 30% Club UK investor group.

WHAT’S DIFFERENT THIS 
YEAR AS A FIRM?
And last but not least what are we doing 
within our own firm in this area? 

Diversity and inclusion is a key focus 
for Sarasin & Partners, and is reflected 
within our recently updated core 
values. We have been measuring and 
reporting on diversity and inclusion 
within Sarasin for the past two years. We 
have been incrementally reducing our 
gender pay gap, and we have targeted 
recruitment campaigns to address 
underrepresented demographics. 
However, we acknowledge there is more 
to be done. 

In 2020, we established a Diversity 
& Inclusion taskforce comprised 
of colleagues from across the 
organisation. This represents the first 
stage of our commitment to promote 
a culture where all stakeholders are 
accepted as individuals and treated 
fairly and respectfully, and to improve 
diversity both within the firm and across 
the asset management industry. In the 
end, just as we believe your businesses 
will be more resilient and perform better 
by celebrating diversity, we know we 
have much to gain.

efforts of investors and civil society 
organisations such as the 30% Club.

If we look at our UK portfolios, it is 
encouraging to see that approximately 
70% of our UK investee companies 
have crossed the 33% board diversity 
threshold, but clearly there is still a 
way to go to achieve 100%. Additionally, 
while a handful of UK boards have 
achieved gender parity (and in the case 
of Diageo exceeded it with 60% female 
representation), this is not yet the norm 
and we are also still seeing a handful of 
companies on our buylist that have only 
one female director on the board.

In the US, progress is being made, albeit 
at a slightly slower speed. We see good 
examples of board diversity in large 
companies such as Facebook, Merck, 
Microsoft and Estee Lauder who are 
all above 40% female representation4. 
But if we apply a 30% board diversity 
threshold to our US holdings, we see 
approximately 62% meet this minimum. 
If we increase the threshold to the 

same as the UK, a 33% minimum, the 
companies meeting this guideline drops 
to 44%. Clearly there is still much to be 
done. 

Going even further afield, we see the 
least improvement in companies 
based in Asia, predominantly China, 
Japan and Korea. In these regions, it is 
unfortunately still common to see all 
male boards, or boards with a single 
female director. 

So what are we at Sarasin doing about it?

HOW DO WE PRESS FOR 
CHANGE AS INVESTORS?
To increase diversity in our investee 
companies, we engage directly on 
the issue, we support shareholder 
resolutions, we collaborate with other 
like-minded investors and we hold 
individual directors accountable. We 
touch on some of our actions in 2020 
below.

FIGURE 1 WHICH COUNTRIES REQUIRE QUOTAS? 

Country Board level quota Requirement type (law, code, 
guidance)

France 40% Law 

Norway 40% Law 

Belgium 33% Law 

Italy 33% Law 

Portugal 33% Law 

Austria 30% Law 

Netherlands 30% Law 

Austria 30% Law 

Greece 25% Law 

Germany 30% Law and Best Practice 

Spain 40% Code of Best Practice 

UK 33% Best Practice 

Source: ISS Governance Insights- Annual Report 2021 HOW WE VOTE FOR GENDER 
DIVERSITY
We vote against boards with no female 
representation globally. In 2020, our 
minimum expectation for companies in 
the UK, US and western Europe was 25% 
female representation. We vote against 
the Chair of the Nomination Committee, 
and potentially other directors, if this 
expectation is not met. Looking ahead 
to the 2021 AGM season, we have 
toughened our stance and now press for 
a minimum of 30% female representation 
in the US, Canada, Australia and Western 
Europe (33% in the UK).

In 2020, we voted against the election 
of 54 directors based on insufficient 
female representation at the board level. 
In 2019, we did not support the election 
of 124 directors for similar reasons. The 
reduction in the number of ‘against’ 
votes reflects the clear progress some 
companies have made in the past year, 
but the overall pace of change has been 
too slow. With our tougher expectations 
for 2021 we anticipate that there will be 
a substantial increase in votes against. 

SUPPORTING 
SHAREHOLDER 
RESOLUTIONS
In the US and Canada, it is more common 
for shareholder resolutions to be raised 
on ESG issues. In 2020, we noticed an 
increase in shareholder resolutions 
explicitly calling for gender and racial 
pay gap disclosures, as well as for 
employment diversity reports. We are 
supportive of this trend and expect it to 
continue.

In 2020, we supported diversity related 
shareholder resolutions filed at Pfizer, 
Bank of Nova Scotia, Marriott, Amazon, 
Alphabet and Home Depot. The workforce 
diversity resolutions at Marriott and 
Home Depot received approximately 
35% votes in favour. This is significant 

1Source: Diversity Wins - How inclusion 
matters, McKinsey, May 2020

2 Source: Konrad, A. M., Kramer, V., and 
Erkut, S. 2008. The impact of three or 
more women on cor porate boards. 
Organizational dynamics, 37(2), 145-64

3 Source: Hampton-Alexander Review 
FTSE Women Leaders, Feb 2021

4 Source: MSCI ESG Research Data - Mar 
2021

DRIVING CHANGE

LOOKING AHEAD
• Quality of the roles assigned 

to female directors

• Focus beyond boards 
to senior executive and 
management levels

• Consideration of ethnicity, 
disability, sexual orientation 
and beyond
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This is particularly the case when it 
comes to corporate governance and 
understanding the role of the state. There 
are some state-owned-enterprises where 
it is clear that minority shareholders may 
be a secondary priority to state interests. 
But there are also businesses where 
the role of the state and the prospects 
for shareholders are less clear-cut. 
Regulatory frameworks in China are 
currently some of the weakest globally 
and despite a purge on corruption China 
still falls well short of other emerging 
markets in this area (see figure 1). 
Additional concerns about social factors, 
such as working conditions and human 
rights, as well as some damaging 
environmental factors, explain why 
the number of Chinese stocks passing 
the tests in our investment process is 
currently limited.

WHY MULTINATIONALS MAY 
OFFER THE BEST ACCESS 
TO CHINESE GROWTH
A second approach to harnessing 
Chinese growth in our thematic process 
would be via multinational corporations 
headquartered outside of China. In 
the majority of cases, we prefer the 

stewardship credentials of companies 
listed in the US or Europe. Furthermore, 
optimal exposure to our mega themes is 
not always best represented by a Chinese 
company. There are many examples in all 
five of our themes where an international 
company has a superior product, brand, 
service or distribution strategy. These 
company-specific attributes can deliver 
greater leverage to a theme, and it is 
often the case that Chinese growth is an 
important contributor to the investment 
thesis. Sectors that are particularly rich 
in opportunities like this include luxury 
goods, precision industrial tools and 
healthcare, to name but three. 

Whilst the development of the Chinese 
economy provides a tailwind to our 
themes, it is worth reminding ourselves 
that despite China’s higher GDP growth 
rates over the past decade, the level of 
delivered earnings growth from domestic 
Chinese companies – an important driver 
of stock returns – has rarely surpassed 
the rate of earnings growth in other 
regional markets. Additionally, China still 
only represents 5.5% of MSCI All Countries, 
our main comparator benchmark, 
with the top ten Chinese companies 
representing over half that weighting. 
Indeed, the collective emerging market 

FIGURE 1 CORRUPTION, REGULATION AND RULE OF LAW (%)
Source: Worldwide Governance Indicators, December 2020

As a thematic global investor, we do not directly target exposure to regional 
stock markets in our concentrated equity portfolios. Our investment ideas 
are sourced from our five mega themes (digitalisation, automation, ageing, 
evolving consumption and climate change) and it is these themes that lead 
us to investment opportunities, rather than the location of a company’s 
listing. 

A common approach to investment in China and 
most emerging markets is to target commodities

component of MSCI All Countries peaked 
at 14% in 2010 and currently sits at just 
above 12%. In many ways this reaffirms 
why at Sarasin we do not directly target 
investment in countries or regions, but 
anchor on the multi-decade growth 
opportunities afforded by our themes.

Our current portfolio has a number of 
stocks which benefit from exposure 
to China. In a less than 50-stock 
concentrated portfolio, over one third 
derive a greater than 15% of their 
revenue stream from China. Equally, all our 
five themes have stocks where Chinese 
expansion is integral to the investment 
thesis.

A common approach to investment in 
China and most emerging markets is to 
target commodities. Glancing at your 
Sarasin portfolio holdings will indicate 
that we do not adopt that approach for 
several reasons. Firstly, copper demand is 
increasingly driven by the electrification 
of the global economy and not by the 
rate of infrastructure investment in 
China. Equally, direct investment in 
miners, energy and trading groups is 
challenged by ESG hurdles and does not 
originate out of our mega themes – none 
can demonstrate above GDP revenue 
growth stretching out to 2030 and 

However, given China’s economy is one 
of the two largest in the world and is 
growing more quickly than that of the 
US, it will likely become an increasingly 
important region for prospecting new 
thematic investments. So how do we 
access Chinese growth?

DIRECT INVESTMENT CAN 
BE CHALLENGING
There are three principal ways to invest 
directly in Chinese companies: A-shares, 
listed on exchange in China, H-shares, 
listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange, 
and ADRs (American Depository Receipts), 
listed on an international exchange. 

The A-share market affords access to a 
broader range of companies but comes 
with some challenges. A-shares are only 
quoted in RMB and there are a variety 
of government restrictions on foreign 
ownership, for example, when selling, 
there is a limit on repatriation of funds to 
overseas countries and there is a hard 
30% limit on international ownership. 

Additionally, institutional stakeholder 
ownership in China is relatively low and 
retail investors represent a substantial 
segment of share ownership, which can 
lead to high valuations and volatility 
in popular stocks. Where a Chinese 
company best fits the outcome of our 
thematic analysis we would typically 
purchase H-shares quoted in HK$ 
(which is pegged to the US dollar) or via 
ADRs quoted in USD on New York stock 
exchanges.

Whether investing via A- or H-shares, 
there are important and often significant 
stewardship factors to consider. Many 
of the largest Chinese companies 
are world-class organisations, with 
excellent communication with foreign 
investors. However, others do not publish 
sufficiently comprehensive information 
or offer ready access for due diligence. 
Whilst we have in-house Mandarin-
speaking analytical and legal experts, 
it is often a challenge to build sufficient 
confidence in some Chinese businesses 
to make an investment. 

HARNESSING CHINESE GROWTH  
THE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

KWAI SAN WONG 
EQUITY ANALYST
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beyond. Sarasin’s exposure to China is 
through companies that are pioneering 
investment services and providing 
best-in-class productivity in machining, 
electrification and technology. We believe 
these companies could plausibly still 
be the leaders in their fields in China a 
decade from now. 

SHIFTING GLOBAL 
DYNAMICS – A CAUSE FOR 
CONCERN?
We do expect the range of attractive 
thematic opportunities in China to 
expand over the next five years and we 
are conscious of the long-term shift 
in global dynamics. The geopolitical 
decoupling of China from US-dominated 
economic, technology, and currency 
systems implies that China is likely to 
need to be considered as more of a 
standalone investment opportunity 
for an unconstrained global investor. 
Investing in China via developed market 
companies could be compromised as 
US and European governments force 
companies to choose West versus China 
(as with Huawei). The Chinese government 
could actively seek to reduce access to 
its domestic markets for international 
companies and investors, and these 
opportunities and risks all need to 
be weighed in our future investment 
decisions.

With those issues at the forefront of 
our minds, our Digitalisation theme has 
screened several potential opportunities 
in China. In the semiconductor industry, 

2.86% 3.77%
5.48%

6.74%

57.07%

24.08%

France
United Kingdom
China
Japan
United States
Other

FIGURE 2 COUNTRY WEIGHTINGS OF MSCI ALL COUNTRIES INDEX JAN 2021
Source: MSCI, January 2021

the downfall of Huawei and the distinct 
possibility of being put in the US’s Entity 
List at any time have driven Chinese 
companies to increasingly source from 
local suppliers. Companies such as 
MediaTek and Alchip Technologies are 
potential beneficiaries. In the arena of 
software, recent surveys of Chinese 
Chief Technology Officers are indicating 
they expect to be procuring more 
software from local vendors in the future. 
Companies such as Kingdee International 
and Yonyou Network Technology will likely 
take share from Oracle and SAP in the 
enterprise resource planning systems. 
In e-commerce, where China was the 
pioneer, we continue to see new business 
models evolving to challenge the 
established players. Weimob and Youzan 
are disrupters that assist merchants 
operate a director-to-consumer model. 
Kuaishou Technologies has introduced a 

new media format – short-form video and 
live streaming – that can be monetised 
via advertising and e-commerce.

The opportunity set for direct investment 
in China is wide but demands scrupulous 
due diligence and a keen attention to 
our ownership commitments. Where it 
is the outcome of our thematic process, 
we will seek exposure to Chinese growth 
through companies that provide the 
best balance between risk and reward. 
Although digitalisation is currently the 
clearest beneficiary, we will continue to 
explore how structural changes to the 
Chinese economy could support long-
term growth within each of our themes. 

We do expect the range of attractive thematic 
opportunities in China to expand over the next 
five years

IMPORTANT INFORMATION  

  This document is for residents of South 
Africa only.

If you are a private investor, you should 
not act or rely on this document but 
should contact your professional 
advisor. 

This promotion has been approved by 
Sarasin & Partners LLP of Juxon House, 100 
St Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, a 
limited liability partnership registered in 
England & Wales with registered number 
OC329859 which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority with firm reference number 
47511. 

The investments of the funds are subject 
to normal market fluctuations. The value 
of the investments of the funds and the 
income from them can fall as well as rise 
and investors may not get back the 
amount originally invested. If investing in 
foreign currencies, the return in the 
investor’s reference currency may 
increase or decrease as a result of 
currency fluctuations. Past performance 
is not a guide to future returns and may 
not be repeated. 

Neither MSCI nor any other party involved 
in or related to compiling, computing or 
creating the MSCI data makes any express 
or implied warranties or representations 
with respect to such data (or the results 
to be obtained by the use thereof), and all 
such parties hereby expressly disclaim all 
warranties of originality, accuracy, 
completeness, merchantability or fitness 
for a particular purpose with respect of 
any such data.  Without limiting any of the 
foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its 
affiliates or any third party involved in or 
related to compiling, computing or 

creating the data have any liability for any 
direct. indirect, special, punitive, 
consequential or any other damages 
(including lost profits) even if notified of 
the possibility of such damages.  No 
further distribution or dissemination of 
the MSCI data is permitted without MSCI’s 
express written consent.

All details in this document are provided 
for marketing and information purposes 
only and should not be misinterpreted as 
investment advice or taxation advice. This 
document is not an offer or 
recommendation to buy or sell shares in 
the fund. You should not act or rely on this 
document but should seek independent 
advice and verification in relation to its 
contents. Neither Sarasin & Partners LLP 
nor any other member of the Bank J. Safra 
Sarasin group accepts any liability or 
responsibility whatsoever for any 
consequential loss of any kind arising out 
of the use of this document or any part of 
its contents. The views expressed in this 
document are those of Sarasin & Partners 
LLP and these are subject to change 
without notice. 

This document does not explain all the 
risks involved in investing in the funds 
and therefore you should ensure that you 
read the prospectus and the Key Investor 
Information document which contain 
further information including the 
applicable risk warnings. The prospectus, 
the Key Investor Information document as 
well as the annual and semi-annual 
reports are available free of charge from 
www.sarasinandpartners.com or from 
Sarasin & Partners LLP, Juxon House, 100 St 
Paul’s Churchyard, London, EC4M 8BU, 
Telephone +44 (0)20 7038 7000, Telefax 
+44 (0)20 7038 6850. Telephone calls may 

be recorded. 

Where the data in this document comes 
partially from third party sources the 
accuracy, completeness or correctness 
of the information contained in this 
publication is not guaranteed, and third 
party data is provided without any 
warranties of any kind. Sarasin & Partners 
LLP shall have no liability in connection 
with third party data. 

Collective Investment Schemes are 
generally medium to long term 
investments. The value of participatory 
interests may go down as well as up and 
past performance is not necessarily a 
guide to the future. Fluctuations or 
movements in exchange rates may cause 
the value of underlying international 
investments to go up or down. Collective 
Investment Schemes are traded at ruling 
prices and can engage in borrowing and 
script lending. A schedule of fees and 
charges and maximum commissions is 
available on request from the scheme. 
Commission and incentives may be paid 
and if so, would be included in the overall 
costs. Daily forward pricing is used. A 
prospectus is available from Prescient 
Management Company Limited, Tel: +27 21 
700 3600.

© 2021 Sarasin & Partners LLP – all rights 
reserved. This document can only be 
distributed or reproduced with 
permission from Sarasin & Partners LLP. 
Please contact marketing@sarasin.co.uk.
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